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The exam itself (Part II)



Exam Conventions



Exam conventions

u Engagement (with the question, with sources, with the issues)

u Argument (coherent, clear, not just descriptive)

u Information (range, accuracy, depth of material used)

u Organisation (structure, grammar, spelling, clarity)

u KEY: Answer the question that is set



Your Preparation

u Your notes

u The lectures

u Your essays

u Past papers



Common pitfalls

u Not answering the question

u Not understanding the question

u Reproducing a tutorial essay

u Not using any sources (especially the text of Paul!)

u Inserting your own theological agenda

u If you can’t see why a particular question is worth answering, don’t choose 
that question



Some examples

u Discuss the view that justification by faith is the central tenet of Paul’s 
thought. (2008)

u How relevant are the factions in 1 Cor 1-4 for the problems encountered in 
the rest of the epistle? (2017)

u Paul’s titles for Jesus are the best way to understand his Christology. 
Discuss. (2017)



The language of a question

u With reference to…

u To what degree/extent...

u What is the significance of...

u Yes/no questions

u Discuss

u How Pauline is...

u Central tenet/quintessence of Paul’s thought



Examples take II

u Discuss the view that justification by faith is the central tenet of Paul’s 
thought. (2008)

u One option: Restate question – indicate important issues to be addressed 
(and important definitions) – indicate approach – arguments in favour of 
justification as central tenet – arguments against justification as central 
tenet – conclusion



Practice question I

uTo what extent would it be reasonable to say 
that Ephesians is the “quintessence” and 
“crown” of Paul’s theology? (2017)

uEphesians has “no setting and little obvious 
purpose.” To what extent is this a reasonable 
description of this letter? (2018)



Practice Question II

u Assess the claim that Paul sent his letter to the Romans 
principally to establish a base for his mission to Spain. (2016)

u With reference to the ’Romans debate’, what circumstances 
led Paul to write the letter to the Romans? (2017)

u Why might one conclude that Romans is an apologetic text 
where Paul defends his gospel? (2018)



Questions?


